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ON THE COVER
Photographer Gil Jain sat Carol
and Tom Carey at the piano and
somehow captured the essential dif-
ference between the members ofthis
extraordinarily gifted team -
dramatic Carol with her wildly
animated, expressive face-Tom,
quietly mischievous, strong and
steady . (Story on Page 4.)
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THE CAREYS
For the past dozen years two internationally famed opera singers have called
the University of Oklahoma home . On campus they usually are considered a
team, but Carol and Tom are very different personalities .
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THE AMERICAN WORK ETHIC
The basic ingredient in the United States' economic health and well-being has
undergone some radical changes in this century, a situation which is under
investigation by University business management researchers .

The star of the Oklahoma Daily staff this year has been an editorial cartoonist
with a distinctive flair for caricature who mixes humor and message to cut
right to the heart of the issue, whether local or national .

END OF AN ODYSSEY
A scruffy looking little volume that has been knocking around Europe for 320
years has finally come to rest in Norman, Oklahoma, as the 50,000th addition
to the University's famed History of Science Collections .

WHAT DO WRITERS DO?
Freshman English composition has been an ordeal to be endured but not en-
joyed by either student or teacher . OU's Michael Flanigan is out to change all
that in the first of two articles on the grand old art of writing .

DAME EVA OF OKLAHOMA
The British went all out this spring to celebrate the 90th birthday of their
beloved prima donna, Dame Eva Turner . Few of them knew at the time, how-
ever, that this noble lady is only on loan from her true home, Oklahoma .

28 IT'S A SMALL WORLD AFTER ALL
OU's president calls them a cultural pot of gold, a bridge between countries .
They are hard working, dedicated, interesting and full of fun . But interna-
tional students also can be lonely, bewildered and misunderstood .
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